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Today

1. Project
I One-page proposal due October 14 (Friday)

2. Topic models
3. Guided coding session
4. Presentation
5. Solutions to challenge 6



Topic models



Overview of QTA (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013)

1. Acquire textual data:
I Existing corpora; scraped data; digitized text

2. Preprocess the data:
I Bag-of-words vs word embeddings

3. Apply method appropriate to research goal:
I Describe and compare documents

I Readability; similarity; keyness metrics
I Classify documents into known categories

I Dictionary methods
I Supervised machine learning

I Classify documents into unknown categories
I Document clustering
I Topic models

I Scale documents on latent dimension
I Known dimension: wordscores
I Unknown dimensions: wordfish
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Topic Models

I Topic models are algorithms for discovering the main
“themes” in an unstructured corpus

I Can be used to organize the collection according to the
discovered themes

I Requires no prior information, training set, or human
annotation – only a decision on K (number of topics)

I Most common: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) –
Bayesian mixture model for discrete data where topics are
assumed to be uncorrelated

I LDA provides a generative model that describes how the
documents in a dataset were created
I Each of the K topics is a distribution over a fixed vocabulary
I Each document is a collection of words, generated

according to a multinomial distribution, one for each of K
topics



Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation

I Document = random mixture over latent topics
I Topic = distribution over n-grams

Probabilistic model with 3 steps:
1. Choose θi ∼ Dirichlet(α)
2. Choose βk ∼ Dirichlet(δ)
3. For each word in document i :

I Choose a topic zm ∼ Multinomial(θi)
I Choose a word wim ∼ Multinomial(βi,k=zm)

where:
α=parameter of Dirichlet prior on distribution of topics over docs.
θi=topic distribution for document i
δ=parameter of Dirichlet prior on distribution of words over topics
βk=word distribution for topic k



Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Key parameters:

1. θ = matrix of dimensions N documents by K topics where θik

corresponds to the probability that document i belongs to topic k ; i.e.
assuming K = 5:

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
Document 1 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.10 0.55
Document 2 0.80 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.06

. . .
Document N 0.01 0.01 0.96 0.01 0.01

2. β = matrix of dimensions K topics by M words where βkm corresponds
to the probability that word m belongs to topic k ; i.e. assuming M = 6:

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6
Topic 1 0.40 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.30
Topic 2 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.50 0.10 0.10

. . .
Topic k 0.05 0.60 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.10



Plate notation

Wz

β

M words

θ

N documents

α

δ

β = M × K matrix where βim indicates prob(topic=k ) for word m
θ = N × K matrix where θik indicates prob(topic=k ) for

document i
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Validation

From Quinn et al, AJPS, 2010:
1. Semantic validity

I Do the topics identify coherent groups of documents that
are internally homogenous, and are related to each other in
a meaningful way?

2. Convergent/discriminant construct validity
I Do the topics match existing measures where they should

match?
I Do they depart from existing measures where they should

depart?
3. Predictive validity

I Does variation in topic usage correspond with expected
events?

4. Hypothesis validity
I Can topic variation be used effectively to test substantive

hypotheses?
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Example: open-ended survey responses

Bauer, Barberá et al, Political Behavior, 2016.
I Data: General Social Survey (2008) in Germany
I Responses to questions: Would you please tell me what

you associate with the term “left”? and would you please
tell me what you associate with the term “right”?

I Open-ended questions minimize priming and potential
interviewer effects

I Sparse Additive Generative model instead of LDA (more
coherent topics for short text)

I K = 4 topics for each question



Example: open-ended survey responses

Bauer, Barberá et al, Political Behavior, 2016.
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Example: open-ended survey responses

Bauer, Barberá et al, Political Behavior, 2016.



Example: topics in US legislators’ tweets

Barberá et al, American Political Science Review, 2020.
I Data: tweets sent by US legislators, samples of the public,

and media outlets.
I LDA with K = 100 topics
I Topic predictions are used to understand agenda-setting

dynamics (who leads? who follows?)
I Validation: http://j.mp/lda-congress-demo

http://j.mp/lda-congress-demo


Example: particularistic legislation in Mexico

Motolinia, American Political Science Review, 2021.
I Data: transcripts of legislative sessions in Mexican states
I Topic model to identify “particularistic” legislation; i.e. laws

with clear benefits to voters
I Each topic is then classified into particularistic or not
I Validation: correlation with spending
I Use exogenous electoral reform that allowed legislators to

be re-elected



Example: particularistic legislation in Mexico

Motolinia, American Political Science Review, 2021
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Choosing the number of topics
I Choosing K is “one of the most difficult questions in

unsupervised learning” (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013, p.19)
I Common approach: decide based on cross-validated

model fit, using “elbow method”
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I BUT: “there is often a negative relationship between the
best-fitting model and the substantive information
provided”. Many choose K based on “substantive fit,” via a
manual inspection of topics and documents



Evaluating model performance: human judgment

Chang, Jonathan et al. 2009. “Reading Tea Leaves: How Humans Interpret
Topic Models.” Advances in neural information processing systems. (See
also Ying et al, 2021, Political Analysis.)

Uses human evaluation of:
I whether a topic has (human-identifiable) semantic

coherence: word intrusion, asking subjects to identify a
spurious word inserted into a topic

I whether the association between a document and a topic
makes sense: topic intrusion, asking subjects to identify a
topic that was not associated with the document by the
model



Example

Word Intrusion Topic Intrusion

Figure 2: Screenshots of our two human tasks. In the word intrusion task (left), subjects are presented with a set
of words and asked to select the word which does not belong with the others. In the topic intrusion task (right),
users are given a document’s title and the first few sentences of the document. The users must select which of
the four groups of words does not belong.

word is selected at random from a pool of words with low probability in the current topic (to reduce
the possibility that the intruder comes from the same semantic group) but high probability in some
other topic (to ensure that the intruder is not rejected outright due solely to rarity). All six words are
then shuffled and presented to the subject.

3.2 Topic intrusion

The topic intrusion task tests whether a topic model’s decomposition of documents into a mixture of
topics agrees with human judgments of the document’s content. This allows for evaluation of the
latent space depicted by Figure 1(b). In this task, subjects are shown the title and a snippet from a
document. Along with the document they are presented with four topics (each topic is represented by
the eight highest-probability words within that topic). Three of those topics are the highest probability
topics assigned to that document. The remaining intruder topic is chosen randomly from the other
low-probability topics in the model.

The subject is instructed to choose the topic which does not belong with the document. As before, if
the topic assignment to documents were relevant and intuitive, we would expect that subjects would
select the topic we randomly added as the topic that did not belong. The formulation of this task
provides a natural way to analyze the quality of document-topic assignments found by the topic
models. Each of the three models we fit explicitly assigns topic weights to each document; this task
determines whether humans make the same association.

Due to time constraints, subjects do not see the entire document; they only see the title and first
few sentences. While this is less information than is available to the algorithm, humans are good
at extrapolating from limited data, and our corpora (encyclopedia and newspaper) are structured to
provide an overview of the article in the first few sentences. The setup of this task is also meaningful
in situations where one might be tempted to use topics for corpus exploration. If topics are used
to find relevant documents, for example, users will likely be provided with similar views of the
documents (e.g. title and abstract, as in Rexa).

For both the word intrusion and topic intrusion tasks, subjects were instructed to focus on the
meanings of words, not their syntactic usage or orthography. We also presented subjects with the
option of viewing the “correct” answer after they submitted their own response, to make the tasks
more engaging. Here the “correct” answer was determined by the model which generated the data,
presented as if it were the response of another user. At the same time, subjects were encouraged to
base their responses on their own opinions, not to try to match other subjects’ (the models’) selections.
In small experiments, we have found that this extra information did not bias subjects’ responses.

4 Experimental results

To prepare data for human subjects to review, we fit three different topic models on two corpora.
In this section, we describe how we prepared the corpora, fit the models, and created the tasks
described in Section 3. We then present the results of these human trials and compare them to metrics
traditionally used to evaluate topic models.

4

I conclusions: the quality measures from human
benchmarking were negatively correlated with traditional
quantitative diagnostic measures!
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Extensions of LDA

1. Structural topic model (Roberts et al, 2014, AJPS)
2. Dynamic topic model (Blei and Lafferty, 2006, ICML; Quinn

et al, 2010, AJPS)
3. Hierarchical topic model (Griffiths and Tenembaun, 2004,

NIPS; Grimmer, 2010, PA)
4. Anchored topic model and other semi-supervised

approaches
Why?
I Substantive reasons: incorporate specific elements of

DGP into estimation
I Statistical reasons: structure can lead to better topics.
I Practical reasons: incorporate a prior knowledge into

estimation



Structural topic model

I Prevalence: Prior on the
mixture over topics is now
document-specific, and
can be a function of
covariates (documents
with similar covariates will
tend to be about the same
topics)

I Content: distribution over
words is now
document-specific and can
be a function of covariates
(documents with similar
covariates will tend to use
similar words to refer to the
same topic)



Dynamic topic model

Source: Blei, “Modeling Science”



Dynamic topic model

Source: Blei, “Modeling Science”






